
The most engaging self discovery program
you have ever attended.

Build 
Your
Leadership
Brand
Create Your Unique Impact



This program helps you build your
leadership brand.

You will work on your mindset, your value
and your process – three critical elements
required to secure career progression.

Are you a female business leader who is looking to make
the next move up to Director or C-level, or just looking to
career plan over next 3 years.

Email info@changeosity.com

Friday, June 17th and Saturday, June 18th
09:00 AM to 05:00 PM each day

Vida Emirates Hills, The Hills, Emirates
Hills – Dubai

Standard Price AED4,500*
Early Bird AED4,000* if you pay by June 3rd 
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Insufficient confidence to make the next step up?

Fear that you don’t belong? 

Self-limiting beliefs or blind spots?

Silencing yourself?

Not letting your experience and expertise shine through?

No credible plan to help you get there?

Lagging behind in building a valuable network?

If any of these is true, this program will be a game changer for you.

This is a highly dynamic, interactive and slide-free work-

shop. We use your own examples to analyse and increas

e  your personal brand impact by connecting research

findings to how you and others behave. Your learning is 

strengthened through practice activities to make you 

more engaging in your interactions.

WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY

FEES

DATE 

REGISTER

LOCATION 

FACILITATION METHODOLOGY

*Includes all course materials, and coffee/tea and lunch daily

Overview

Logistics

Who’s it for?



Clarify your brand

value and how to

improve it

Create a detailed roadmap

for catalyzing your 

career development

Understand and build your
Leadership Brand

You will create a powerful
accountability and follow
up framework

Identify the elements of brand
value and build the right value
for you

Every strong brand has a
brand strategy and execution
plan

Get into the mindset of a
winner and nothing will hold
you back
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Develop a practical

action plan

Build a deep understanding

of your mindset and what

needs to change

Plus, our unique social experimentation and accountability  

frameworks are powerful drivers for the adoption of change.
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Helps you identify the components of your personal brand and

understand the importance of balance across the three dimensions.

Examines the traps we fall into when we don’t focus on one or more of 

the  elements

In this module we look closely at your unique value proposition in the 

context of your industry, role, and company. How do you stand out?

We focus on combining your professional expertise, experience and 

emotional intelligence in a package that takes you into the realm of 

sought-after expert

In this module we reflect deeply on your inner values to create a mindset 

that delivers absolute clarity of your purpose and impact

We cover everything from values and mindfulness to the outer projection 

of who you and the inner self-belief

We introduce you the Personal Brand Canvas that will set out your vision 

and create a clear roadmap for building your brand

You make a clear plan of how to acquire and retain a strong network of 

connections worthy of a C-suite leader

We introduce you to the powerful concept of individual social 

experimentation – a tool that you will use again and again

You will form partnerships that hold you accountable to your plan and 

your next steps. This is a program for getting results, so its time to be 

courageous.

Command a room 

Talk confidently about the value you bring  

to the organisation 

Build and nurture meaningful networks  

that make a difference

Get out of your comfort zone and grow your

brand at the same time

Feel at home in the big seat

Manage pressure better than ever

Build a leadership style that inspires others 

Make corporate life better for everyone

CLOSING

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

MODULE 3

INTRODUCTION

YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO

The Modules
• 

Your Brand Canvas
Dramatically improve your career progression.

• 

Exclusive ongoing access to the one of the
region's top executive search Partners for advice
and support tapping into the hidden job market.

New inclusion!



Contact Us:

e   krysta.fox@changeosity.com

m +971 502455265

curiosity · collaboration · courage · caring | e info@changeosity.com | www.changeosity.com

I greatly enjoyed the course and was impressed by how you brought out engagement and

authenticity. I did have the 4-week follow-up with my assigned partner and we both had progressed

on our goals.

In fact, we agreed to check on each other again in December, to keep the motivation up!

I wanted to let you know that I really benefited from the course and think 

it is one of the best I have ever attended.

e leoney.panday@changeosity.com 

Your Facilitators

Krysta Fox Leonora Panday

TESTIMONIALS“
“

Krysta Fox Brenda Connolly
Leadership FacilitatorFounder & CEO

Leadership Facilitator

“

“ Build Your Leadership Brand is a totally brilliant course. It has changed both my work and personal life in

such a positive way already. I have been able to employ the skills and tips I learnt, with great results

almost immediately. This course was very insightful and the group attending were of very strong

leadership backgrounds and the discussions were very healthy and gave a depth of knowledge and

experience. The experience with changeosity from start to finish was faultless. changeosity is

transforming leaders and re-energising them to go back to their workplace bold & strong. I have

recommended the course to my colleagues and my executive leadership.

Kathryn Baptist
e kathryn.baptist@changeosity.com 

m +971 562441490
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